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With support of the Editorial Board Members of the respective Journals, Young and brilliant researchers from all over the 195 
countries, we successfully completed 3rd Global Expo on Cancer and Oncology Research, which was a webinar with the theme 
having “Deliberating Worldwide Cancer and Oncology Research”. The conference proceeded through various interesting Scientific 
Sessions and the following keynote lecturers by the eminent professionals. The below are the respective titles of the speakers: 

ERK signaling-mediated molecules in the progression of liver cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma

Chiung-Fang Chang | Far Eastern Memorial Hospital | Taiwan

Increasing the quality of life in NSCLC patients by obdivo and taxoter with hyperthermia

S Badzgaradze | Medical Center ‘’SAROV’’, Georgia

This conference is mainly looking for the researchers, eminent personalities from Universities, Societies and associations from 
all over the world which is highlighted the various topics include different treatment methods for cancer, preventive measures, 
Oncology nursing care, Awareness of cancer, recent advancements in oncology and cancer research, gynecological cancer, organ 
based cancers, cell biology and cell development, effect of personal activities on cancer.

Our present conference is expecting the eminent keynote presentations, Oral presentations, and poster presentations by Young 
scientists. We also focus on the students, since students can explore their research work and learn new research work from the 
eminent speakers by interacting in the conference hall.

All the information regarding this conference will be published in Journal of Cancer Immunology & Therapy or Journal of Clinical 
Oncology and Cancer Research or Journal of Cancer Epidemiology & Prevention.

This conference coordinates towards tending to main problems similarly as future ways of Cancer. This may be the largest and most 
encouraging universal gathering wherever the program incorporates Clinical Oncologists, Registered Nurses, Nurse specialists and 
therefore the whole restorative cluster needed in patient care, scientists, proficient, early profession those that would like to be told 
standards of growth medical specialty and therapy well as leaders can return to look at on totally different elements of challenges, 
risks and investment opportunities of Cancers. This Conference also gave a platform for many young researchers and also professors 
for their research work and also ideas which will help in their future works and many professors had found positive wibes in 
conference. 

This conference at Japanese capital can manage Cancer hindrance, Diagnosis, and Treatment of Organ-related Cancers and its 
creative ways. It also will give the 2 days of discussions on recent advanced techniques, techniques and systems known with 
administration and quality modification of Cancer and additionally to research the new thoughts and ideas on worldwide scale and 
therefore the themes incorporate to scale back the cancer risk.

Present conference is anticipating for the eminent speakers, top proficient delegates, scientists, professors, students, young 
researchers, business executives, scholars to achieve the success for the growth of scientific community. Moreover the Best Poster 
award and Best speaker awards will be distributed by the Chair and co-chair of the session.

For further details please contact

Mercedes Odgen | Program Manager

Cancersummit@alliedmeetings.com
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